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CONTENT AND TASK DECISIONS 
 
Grade Level(s):   Kindergarten 
 
Description of the Task:   Students will understand that a teen number is broken down to a 
group of 10 and some left over by grouping items.     
 
Indiana Mathematics Content Standards:     K.NS.11   Develop initial understanding of place 
value and the base 10 number system by showing equivalent forms of whole numbers from 
10-20 as groups of tens and ones using objects and in drawings. 
 
Indiana Mathematics Process Standards:   PS.7    Look for and make use of structure. 
 
Mathematics Content Goals:   Students will physically and verbally demonstrate 
understanding of how many 10’s and ones are present in making a teen number 10-20 using 
manipulatives and math talk cards.     
 
Language Objectives:    Students will verbally explain their knowledge of construction of a 
number 10-20 using math talk card if needed.   Example, “I have a 10 and 4 left over to 
make 14” 
 
 
Materials:    Heidisong 11-30 DVD.  10 frames, pig counters.  Dry erase markers and 
whiteboard erasers.  Math talk cards (sentence frames), number cards 10-19. 

 
 
THE LESSON 
 
Before:    Establish continual identification of teen numbers learned in previous lessons by 
using Heidisong videos 11-19.  Students will sing along and recognize numbers by name.   
 
When video is finished, explain to students that today we are going to learn how we can 
make a teen number to represent items when we count them. Begin by telling stories.  
 “Farmer Ben has pigs he needs to count before he puts them all away, Let’s use our 10 
frames as our pig pen.  If we only have one pen for the pigs, let’s figure out how many pigs 
he has by how many fit in the pen and how many will be left over?  How can we figure this 
out? Work with your math partner and come up with an answer.  Then show me how you 
might represent this in an equation on your math talk card.   
 
To each group, pass out various number of pigs from 11-19, 1 ten frame, whiteboard markers 
and math talk cards.     



During:   Listen and observe as you circulate around the group.  Look for students who 
understand that each cube of the 10 frame gets 1 pig.  What are they doing with the pigs 
that do not fit in the 10 frame? Notice when they are counting if any are beginning with 10, 
and then counting on, rather than counting up to 10 and then on.   
 
Use scaffolding as needed by asking questions for those who are having difficulty:  Why did 
you put more than one pig in each section of the 10 frame?  Why is it called a 10 frame?  
What could we do with the extra pigs that don’t fit in the 10 frame?  How can we now show 
that in an equation?   Use math talk cards to have students fill out and read to partners 
stating,  
“ I have _______ and ______ left over, that makes _______”. 
 
After students have success, give student pairs number cards with numbers 11-20 on them 
and have students draw a card and then show their partner that amount using the 10 frame 
and pigs. Then using math talk card with their partner, fill out and explain what they found.   
  
After:   After a few minutes, ask students to come share their results.  Have several students 
come up to whiteboard and share their strategies by showing examples of what they did 
and why.  Look for understanding of building the teen number.  Discuss how anything in the 
10 frame is called a 10 and any left over is called a one.  Have students do a few examples 
with you.   
 
 
ASSESSMENT-  Circulate as students are working.  
 
Observe:. Teacher will notice if students are completing the 10 frames properly to show 
understanding of a set of 10 and some left over while students are working.  Are they using 
the math talk cards correctly?  Did they verbally explain and or write it correctly?   
 
Ask:  How many sets of 10 do you have?  How many are left over?  What do those 2 numbers 
mean when put together?  What does this equation mean?  Why do you say that?   
Why are pigs placed this way on the 10 frame and under it?  How do you know?  What is the 
math talk we need to use to count this group of pigs? 
Did anyone think of any other ways you can count these pigs?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

11 12 13 14 15 
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I have __________  
 

and ______ left over, 
that makes  
__________. 
 
 


